This paper proposes a novel approach for leaf area index (LAI) estimation based on vehicle-based laser scanning (VLS), which occurs as a state-of-the-art mapping technique. The method is advanced from the traditional terrestrial laser scanning (TLS), which has been primarily validated capable of predicting LAI. The associated schematic is to explore the correlations between VLS and TLS collections of the same trees. If positive, LAI can be retrieved with the related TLS data as reference. In this study, the consistency between the multi-echoes per pulse received by VLS and the single-echo per pulse recorded by TLS is further tackled, and LAI, thus, can be derived more accurately. The experiments based on the real-measured VLS and TLS data have validated the applicability of VLS for estimating LAI.
INTRODUCTION
Canopy is essential for energy balance and material cycle through photosynthesis, respiration and transpiration, and knowledge of the relevant biophysichemical properties can help to understand and improve these functions for better ecological environments. Leaf area index (LAI), defined as the one sided leaf area per unit ground area, serves as such a statistical parameter to characterize canopy architecture [1] . Besides various applications, e.g. [2] , how to accurately and efficiently measure LAI is another study focus [3] [4] , which has experienced a long exploration process but still is not well solved up till now.
The point-quadrat technique [5] , which is implemented by inserting the probe into the goal canopy many times, was first developed as an indirect approach for measuring LAI, notwithstanding laborious. The gap-fraction-based method [6] became much labor-relaxed, through e.g. a camera with a fish-eye lens, but the overlapped or clumped leaves often lead to underestimations of LAIs. Then, the metrics based on light detection and ranging (LiDAR) [7] [8] [9] [10] were employed for forest inventory. However, current LiDARs mostly can sample just several points/m 2 and receive only the first and last echoes, while the fine structures, especially the inner parts, of canopies cannot be reflected completely. Terrestrial laser scanning (TLS) recently has been used as a promising means [10] [11] , e.g. with the voxel-based canopy profiling method [12] , for accurate LAI estimation, but this mode is restricted in efficiency, due to its in-field investigation with the need of moving TLS instruments plot by plot.
Vehicle-based laser scanning (VLS), which with higher sampling density and flexible mobility has been developing quickly in recent several years [13] , seems to provide a well alternative solution for this issue, but the topic about VLSbased LAI estimation has not been paid much attention. This study as the first try strives to explore the feasibility of VLS for LAI retrieval. Given that the TLS-based measurements have supplied convincing results [12] , the schematic of this research is to examine whether the echo number within each crown collected by VLS has a positive ratio with the related one recorded by TLS. If the layered distributions of the samplings in both canopies are found in consistency, VLS can be primarily validated as an efficient methodology for LAI estimation in fine scales. In addition, the laser scanners with the capability of recording multi-echoes are sometimes assumed by VLS and TLS systems. The consistency, then, can be refined further by counting on the maximum degree of which-echo-correlating-which-echo. Moreover, TLS can offer the reference data of isolated trees to calibrate the LAIs estimated by VLS in practices.
MATERIALS
The data for numerical analysis was measured by the Sensei VLS system developed in the Finnish Geodetic Institute and the Leica HDS6000 TLS system [14] synchronously. Sensei consists of an Ibeo LUX® laser scanner, which can run in the recording-multi-echoes mode with up to three returns per pulse. Based on the mechanism of phase-shift, HDS6000 records only one return per pulse. However, it has the fast sampling frequency of up to 500,000 points per second with high accuracy, and the measured point clouds about crowns can be used as the reference data.
The experimental data was collected in the Espoonlahti test site of Finland on May 6, May 14, May 26, June 8, and July 2, 2009, which correspond to different foliation phases. The point clouds of 5 single trees surveyed by TLS and VLS synchronically were referred, as illustrated in Fig. 1 . The statuses of leaves associated with the two measurements in different days can be explicitly demonstrated, and the figures show that the laser samplings can represent foliation well. 
METHODOLOGY
VLS-based LAI estimation is based on the voxelized spaces of the received point clouds as the representations of leaf distributions, and the cumulative LAI (CLAI) counted from top to bottom is used as the indicative variable for assessing the accuracy of LAI retrieval, as equation (1) 
where c denotes the coefficient corresponding laser points to leaf areas, N 0 indicates the total number of voxels filled in the crown-projected area, and N(h) is the number of voxels with echoed points inside, within the layer with height of h. The calculation is deployed on the VLS-and TLS-collected point clouds individually to explore their correlations, which can validate the applicability of VLS for LAI prediction with the associated TLS data as the bridging references. Uniformization of the two kinds of point clouds needs to be firstly implemented before the statistical comparison, since VLS and TLS have too many differences in sampling mechanism. Various factors, e.g. ranging distances, mean leaf inclination, intervals of scan lines, foliage density and even tree category, all can impact the final results of mutual relevance. Therefore, CLAIs must be calculated after N(h) has been uniformized for VLS and TLS data both.
TLS works in a 360°-rotation mode, and the scan lines distributes in a star-radiating form. The pulse beams in the same profiles are also in a star-radiating mode. VLS works in the pattern of sideway-scanning with parallel scan lines. The pulse beams in the same profiles, however, are in a starradiating mode. The points in the star-radiating mode follow a linear attenuation rule with respect to distance. The rules of uniformization can be derived respectively as follows,
where N denotes the point number, d is the distance between the scanner and the objected crown, s indicates the average interval of the scan lines passing through the crown, c is the normalization coefficient, and e is the echo-choosing factor, which will be discussed next. The subscript n is related with uniformization, m is associated with the real measurements, T indicates the TLS-relevant variables, and V signifies the VLS-associated ones. Thus, N mT means the point number real-measured by TLS, and N nT indicates the normalized point number after uniformization. The operations involved in (2) and (3) are implemented aiming at different heights of h. After VLS and TLS data uniformization both, CLAI can be calculated according to (1) , and the quantitative LAIs of the objected trees can be achieved. Fig. 2 . Illustration of the triggering mechanism of the multi-echoes corresponding to a single transmitted pulse.
As shown in Fig. 2 , the capability of capturing multiechoes per pulse can help the Sensei VLS system to reveal the structures of crowns more fully, and the issue of foliages shading laser pulses can be reduced to some extent. Thus, the associated LAIs may be estimated more accurately. If the point numbers, related with the first echoes (E1) only or the first and second echoes (E1+E2), have higher correlations with the TLS-associated results, LAI estimations based on VLS samplings can be more accurate (in the cases of TLSbased LAI retrievals accurate), or can be closer to the real situations by accounting for the third echoes (if TLS-based LAI retrievals suffering from foliage-shading).
RESULTS
In the experimental site, five deciduous trees were measured by Sensei and HDS6000 synchronously. The latter has tentime higher sampling density than Sensei, and receives only one echo per pulse. After uniformization of VLS and TLS collections, the correlations between the numbers of TLScollected points (N TLS ) and the point numbers of E1 (N E1 ), the number sums of E1 and E2 (N E1+E2 ), the number sums of E1, E2, and E3 (N E1+E2+E3 ) in the VLS-acquired data were calculated individually. The resulted R-square coefficients are listed in Table 1 , and the results after uniformization are far better than the correlations of the original point sums. This result works as the premier for estimating LAIs further. The normalized CLAIs derived from the TLS-measured data, E1-relevant points, (E1+ E2)-related points, and (E1+ E2+E3)-corresponded points individually were calculated aiming at the objected trees. The associated distributions for one tree measured on May 26, 2009 were illustrated in Fig.   3 . The irregular spatial clusterings of leaves make the CLAI curves have some little drifts partially, and the different combinations of echoes correspond to different drifts. The total trends, however, are in consistency. This can basically validate VLS for LAI estimation. For acquiring more accurate relationships between the multi-echoes and LAIs, the concrete parameters, e.g. mean and maximum differences, and R-squares of the correlations between the LAIs derived from VLS multi-echoes and TLS point clouds were calculated in terms of different surveying days. The results are listed in Table 2 . After syntheses of the three indices, it can be learnt that E1+ E2 can be utilized to derive LAIs from May 6 to June 8, and E1 then can be used to retrieve LAIs after June 8, 2009 . Thus, different echoes can be employed to obtain the more accurate results of LAIs in different time. The correspondences between the proper combinations of VLS multi-echoes and TLS collections for different investigation days are shown in Fig. 4 . As the real measurement of HDS6000 for each tree was from side view by one time with foliage-shading issue, the (E1+ E2+E3)-derived LAIs on July 2 can reflect real LAIs better. 
SUMMARY
The consistency between the multi-echoes received by VLS and the single-echoes recorded by TLS after uniformization has been primarily validated, and in practical applications, several trees measured by VLS and TLS synchronously are necessary to serve as the calibration samples. The relations between TLS data and LAIs are also required in advance. As to calibration of echo numbers, there is also a feasible plan. VLS systems can run in the stop-and-go mode, which works like TLS. Thus, the static collections of the same VLS laser scanners then can be utilized as the number references. More accurate correlations, however, need to overcome more influences existing in the process of foliage surveying and data post-processing. The relevant minor factors, e.g. acceleration of vehicle, lane change, voxelization unit, leaf inclination, and tree category, can impact the statistics of the echo points within crowns, especially with large distances from VLS systems. Therefore, more comprehensive models for uniformization need to be built in the next step.
Although a lot of minor influences exist, the test results demonstrate that there are positive relationships between the point numbers of VLS and TLS data from the same crowns. The study introduced in this paper has validated that VLS can be employed for LAI estimation in practice, with the related TLS data as the bridging references.
